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Tuition to increase to $6,658 by 2015
UHD
by Alma D. Garcia
Assistant Editor

Chief Financial officer, David Bradely, explains the decrease in state funds between 1983 and 2013 during the town hall
meeting.
Ezequiel Gutierrez / Dateline Downtown

Provost Ed Hugetz and
Chief Financial Officer
David Bradley presented a
proposal to increase tuition
and fees for the Fiscal Year
2015 (Fall 2014) and Fiscal Year 2016 (2015) to be
presented to the Board of
Regents on February 21.
“This is the first time
that we have been asked for
a two year proposal,” said
Hugetz.
During previous years,
the Board of Regents
requested the university
to present a proposal for
the upcoming fiscal year.
Now, the Board of Regents
is asking for two proposals for the two upcoming
consecutive fiscal years.
The proposal was based on
a full-time student taking

15 credit hours per semester for a total of 30 credit
hours per fiscal year.
For FY 2015, the proposal calls for an increase
in tuition from $121.50
per school credit hour to
$133.00 per school credit
hour. It also calls for the
advising fee to increase
from $8/SCH to $10/SCH.
For FY 2016, the rate
per credit hour increases
from $133.00 to $143.00. A
second fee will also see an
increase. The technology
fee, currently set at $16.00
will increase to $18.00.
Rates are estimated to
increase by 5.50 percent for
a full time student taking
15 credit hours, for FY2015.
Rates will increase again by
4.87 percent for FY 2016.
The total cost for fall 2014
and spring of 2015, assuming that the student is full(continued on page 2)

Arts & Entertainment

O’Kane Theatre present their spring productions

Established over thirty-five years ago, the O’Kane Theatre has hosted to numerous plays
whose cast and crew regularly consist of UHD students, faculty, staff and alumni who
hope to entertain and give back to the UHD community.

by Alicia Callender
Feature Editor
Each semester the
cast and crew of the
O’Kane Theatre shares
their dramatic talent
through their productions
and student one-actplays.
“The process of
selecting plays includes
reflecting various periods of history, including
Greek, Elizabethan and
contemporary plays,” said

The crew and cast for The Chairs from left to right; Stage
Manager: Perla Ramirez, “Old Lady”: Mariem Andrade, Director: Luke Fedell, “Old Man”: Deorite Jones
Jacqueline Reyes / Dateline Downtown

Thomas Lyttle, director of
the O’Kane Theatre. “We
also like to share plays of
different genres, including comedies, musicals
and dramas.”
Last semester, the
O’Kane Theatre covered
Shakespeare’s Much
Ado About Nothing. This
semester, though, the
students and faculty
will present Fences, a
contemporary play that
documents the trials of
African Americans and
(continued on page 7)
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College Life

Find job and internship
opportunities off campus
by Jessica Hernando
Feature Editor
The biggest job fair
of the year is taking place
on Thursday, February 6
at Rice University. With
about 140 employers
offering jobs and internships, the Texas Job Fair
will have offer students
ample opportunities.
“Take the bus or the
courtesy of UHD Career
metro
to get there. Get out
Development Center
of class. If you’re working,
take the day off,” said Peggy Osbourn, Interim Director
of UHD’s Career Development Center. “This event is
huge and it doesn’t happen often.”
Job fairs are a chance

(continued on page 9)
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Mayor Annise Parker marries
long-time partner, Kathy Hubbard
Could Texas be the next state to recognize same-sex marriages?
by Elizabeth Campbell
Contributing Writer
Houston Mayor Annise Parker married her
partner of 23 years, Kathy
Hubbard, in Palm Springs,
California on January 16.
Even though the wedding
could not take place in
Texas, pictures reveal a
happy Parker finally marrying her partner.
“Their decision to
marry in California shows
how important marriage
was to them and exemplifies the importance
of marriage to most gay
couples who are in long
term relationships,” said
Kristopher Sharp, vice
president of the student
government association
and president of Safe
Zone.
Houston is the largest
city in the nation with an
openly gay mayor and the
Parker - Hubbard wedding has the potential to
inspire same sex partners
all across Houston to tie

Tuition
time and taking 15 hours
per semester, is $6,658.
Bradley also presented the attendees
with a new option, a
fixed tuition rate.
“This option may
not be the best choice
for all students, but it
can be for those students who are full-time
students,” said Bradley.
Part-time students
may not benefit as much
as full-time students because tuition rates may
increase or decrease, depending on the market.
One of the university’s main concerns is
student graduation rate.
“The Board of Regents used to pay attention to enrollment, now
they pay attention to
success,” said Hugetz.
For that purpose,
the university will focus
on eight initiatives for
new revenues, including
setting aside 20 percent

crimination ordinance, a
first step towards getting
the Houston community
to accept formal same-sex
relationships.
A few students expressed their views about
Parker’s marriage and her
newly proposed ordinance.
“I think that it is nice
for the mayor and her
partner to declare their
love for each other, but I
doubt this will change any
same-sex laws in Texas,”
said student Sergio Castillo.
Another student,
Heather McBride, felt that
the city ordinance was
long overdue.
While this marriage
is a big step in Houston’s
LGBT community, the lack
via twitter.com @spanjian of further media attention
suggests that this will not
the knot, but will it inTexas is on the forefront and Utah,” said Sharp.
bloom into a campaign
spire them to take a stand of this battle and with the
Parker has long been for same-sex marriage in
and fight for their right to changing dynamics in our an advocate for gay rights Texas.
get married in Texas?
state, Texas could soon
in Texas. During her inau“It may not seem
find itself following in the gural address, she prolike it on the surface, but footsteps of Oklahoma
posed a citywide nondis-

continued from page 1

Alma D. Garcia / Dateline Downtown

of tuition and fees for
institutional scholarships.
“For every dollar
that comes from tuition,
20 cents are for scholarships,” said Hugetz.

The university will
also invest in areas regarding student success,
such as the Academic
Support Center. Hugetz
explained that it was
brought to his attention that certain centers,

such as the Reading and
Writing Center, have a
shortage of funds. Increasing their funds will
help the center’s budget
hire more peer tutors.
The university will
include funding for IT

infrastructure, such as
their online support core
services.
Although there was
a lack of student attendance, the President for
the International Student Organization, Kumail Amir was present to
represent international
students. With a list of
concerns, he proceeded
to ask Provost Hugetz’s
if the proposal included
a plan for financial support for international
students.
Hugetz responded
that they are working
on introducing more
opportunities for oncampus jobs. Hugetz did
not specify the opportunities to be solely for
international student,
but clarified that the
opportunities would be
open to all students.
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Texas Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee
urges for comprehensive immigration reform
Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee called for a comprehensive reform bill that would benefit
working families and stop the massive deportations of immigrants.
by Theodore Shull
News Editor
US Congresswoman
Sheila Jackson Lee, who
has represented Texas’
18th Congressional District for 20 years, spoke
to community leaders,
media and constituents
on January 13 about her
determination in seeing a
comprehensive immigration reform bill passed in
the US House of Representatives.
Lee asked those in
attendance to be resolute
in supporting what she
believed to be the most
important civil rights issue of the present time.
“The long struggle for
immigration reform has
been peaceful in nature.
What better way to commemorate the legacy of
the champions of civil
rights, on the 50th anniversary of the landmark
1964 Civil Rights Act, than
in 2014 to pass a new civil
rights bill this year,” Lee
said.
Lee informed the
public of the approximate 34,000 immigrants
being detained every day,
along with the hundreds
of others being deported
from the US each year.
According to Lee, this
places a huge financial
hindrance on the country
in the range of two billion
dollars.
While on stage with
community leaders and
successful immigrant
constituents, she said with
confidence that the vast
majority of immigrants
want to reunite with
their families, send their
children to school, work
or earn a college degree
and contribute to the US
economy, rather than pose
a financial burden.
“Before getting on an
airplane to head back to
my duties in Washington
D.C. I wanted to stop and
be with those champions
in this civil rights crisis,
those here in the Houston
community who are making a difference,” said Lee.
In another press
conference, Lee said that

until being introduced
individually. One of those
standing behind Lee was a
recognizable leader from
the University of Houston-Downtown community, Student Government
Association President
Isaac Valdez.
Lee introduced Valdez
as one of the “dreamers”
in the Houston community who has benefited from
deferred action and who
may not have been able
to achieve his educational
success without the efforts of Congress and the
President on Comprehensive Immigration Reform.
US Representative Sheila Jackson Lee
Theodore Shull / Dateline Downtown

the immigration reform
bill that came out of the
Senate does much to
improve family immigration. However, she was
concerned that it contains
fundamental changes that
will instead move away
from the principal of family reunification.
“What we need is
immigration legislation
that establishes a path
to citizenship for the 11
million undocumented
immigrants in this country,” said Lee. “We must
address the lengthy
backlogs in our current
immigration system –
backlogs that have kept
families apart sometimes
for decades. And we must
grant a faster track to the
‘dreamers’ brought to this
country illegally through
no fault of their own. “
Nearly 300,000 of
those “dreamers” have
been granted legal status
in the past year, which has
given them the ability to
live their lives in our communities by working and
going to college.
The congresswoman
declared that every year
since 1997 she has introduced legislation
regarding comprehensive
immigration reform with
a pathway to citizenship
and opportunity for charitable service. She said she
understands that those
working in the various
legal and law enforcement

UHD Student Government President Isaac Valdez
Theodore Shull / Dateline Downtown

agencies believe that they
Throughout her
are following the law.
speech, Lee remained
“That law must
surrounded by a group of
change, and it must
change now,” Lee said.
“There is a reason why
President Obama’s administration worked with
members of Congress,
even though it was not
perfect, to understand
that there is a purpose for
‘deferred action.’”
That our young people
who were brought here as
children, our ‘dreamers,’
should not have been torn
away from their education and their excellence
in making a difference on
behalf of America.”
Immigrants make up
21 percent of the state’s
workforce, with nine
percent unauthorized.
According to Lee, if all
unauthorized immigrants
were deported from Texas,
the state would lose $69.3
billion in economic activity and about 403,174 jobs
statewide.
Lee gathered and presented some statistics to
refute some of the negative stereotypes about
immigrants.
“87.7 percent of
children with immigrant
parents are US citizens,
75.2 percent of children
with immigrant parents
are English-proficient and
61,511 foreign students
contribute $1.4 billion to
our state’s economy,” Lee
said.

students, recent graduates
and community leaders who remained silent
PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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New or used:

Playing the devil’s advocate for car purchasing
by Chad Anthony
via uloop.com
The process of car
buying has become an
event since Henry Ford’s
Model T. I’m not talking
about the carnival “Gravitron” or local weekend
fresh market. Car salesmen, both for new and
used vehicles, are vicious
individuals who some
believe have no soul, who
prey on the weak in order
to get commission and a
plaque for “Most Chryslers
Sold in January - Employee
of the Month.” I guess you
can say they compare to
the borderline psychopath
Jordan Belfort, seen in
Wolf of Wall Street.
Certain luxury brands
have foregone vintage
car lots and strive toward
a car buying experience
like to building and buying the latest MacBook.
One brand under the
microscope is Tesla. The
company does not have
car lots, rather car generator stores.
Within the walls
of each Tesla store lie
friendly individuals who
specialize in the products
offered by the electric car
company. When you walk
in the door, the ‘salesmen’
know immediately why
you’ve entered: to buy a
$60,000 electric luxury
performance car.
I’d love to have a
Tesla. Not paying for gas
and owning one of the
most progressive vehicles
on the road today? That
sounds sweet! When
money isn’t No. 1 on the
agenda, life is all butterflycovered roses dressed in
an almond truffle ganache.
Sal’s Used Car Lot
does not cater to the
aforementioned demo-

of interest.

uloop.com

graphic.
When contemplating
a car purchase, you must
consider the multiple options. What are the pros
and cons of each group?
I’m so happy you asked.
Pros of Buying New:
New car smell - Do
manufacturers make
this into a spray? What
makes up the smell of
this universally renowned
nose-gasm? I think it’s
a mixture of fresh fabric/
leather and unadulterated vehicle pureness. But
that’s just me.
So fresh, so clean In conjunction with the
aforementioned smell,
your car of choice is clean!
Yeah, it may have been
sitting around the dealer
lot picking off debris on
top of the windshield wipers. But there aren’t [that
many] fingerprints or any
other person’s bacteria.
Driving off the lot like
a boss - Need I explain?
You just bought a new car.
Even if it’s a cripplinglypainful, mind numbinglymundane Toyota Corolla,
embrace your cool factor
for a minute or two. Turn
up the bass, yell Taylor
Cyrus or whatever. There’s
always a sense of pride

and accomplishment in a
big purchase.
Cons of Buying New:
A committed relationship - Unless you plan
to sell the car at the end
of your financing plan,
this new car is going to
stay with you for a while.
Worst part, the payments
are going to stick around,
too. If you’re crossshopping between brands
for a vehicle, you’ll most
likely be haggling with
every kind of slum in the
business.
If you aren’t going to
finance with your bank of
choice (which usually is
the cheaper option), the
monthly payments will
be extremely high. Along
with taxes and exorbitant
dealer fees, buying off
the lot will be a very big
expense.
Depreciation - The
exact moment you drive
that sparkly new car off
the lot, thousands of dollars in value immediately
vanish. It doesn’t matter
if you drive a Ferrari or
Kia--depreciation always
hits buyers hard.
Case in point, CarMax will buy a base 2011
Hyundai Sonata GLS with
45k miles on the clock for

$10,500. The dealer will
most likely turn around
and sell that exact car
on the lot for $16,000.
Considering that in 2011,
a Sonata GLS price started
at around $19,000, three
years depreciation added
up to $2800 per year, $236
per month, or around $60
a month.
Pros of Buying Used:
Oh, the selection! Buying used allows you
to broaden your options. Only have $15,000
to spare? Well, a quick
AutoTrader search later,
you have options galore:
SUV, sedan, coupe, manual transmission, frontwheel-drive, heated seats.
The internets make used
car searching the easiest
thing since sitting down.
Certified or private With a certified used car, a
[credible] dealership must
inspect each vehicle to
ensure mechanical solidity, a lack of rust or frame
damage, and overall quality of product. This means
dealership fees and taxes.
All transactions are [hopefully] legal and kosher.
Buying from a private
seller is usually the cheaper method of the two;
however, the possibility of

further, unforeseen issues
increases. The great part
is you will be able to gypsy
the price down to something more palatable.
Cons of Buying Used:
Their problems are
your problems now - Make
sure the vehicle is inspected by a trusted mechanic!
Before you consider a
purchase, ALWAYS ask for
receipts of work done (if
any) and the Car Facts.
Car Facts details each incident in the car’s history
of being on the road. Not
all documents are usually going to be in order.
There will be that one
guy with the hilariously
idiotic advertisement or
who promises the vehicle’s
“a future classic!”
So much research- To
help yourself not get
screwed, narrow the
search to a couple of
cars. Another interwebs
search needs to be done to
uncover potential issues in
the future. Make a list of
all recalls or small problems found. Cross reference these problem areas
with the aforementioned
Car Facts and receipts.
You can’t go into this
process without a working
knowledge of your product

Wait, What’s the Third
Option?
Leasing is pretty
nifty - If having something
new is more your style
but you don’t have that
much money, leasing is a
great option. Every week,
newspaper car ads always
promote crazy cheap
deals like “BRAND NEW
2013 ELANTRA FOR $69
A MONTH!!!” If you read
the fine print, the down
payment is something
astronomical like $4500.
Word of wisdom: never
put money down, or at try
to put the least amount of
money down. Essentially,
that money disappears
as soon as you leave and
drive off the lot.
Spreading the wouldbe-down-payment across
the span of the lease
allows for an ease of
purchase. Typically, the
monthly price will only
rise $10-$20. I’ve always
viewed leasing for the type
of person who likes a new
car every couple of years
but doesn’t want to commit. You’re under warranty with a sweet cushy
manufacturer’s mechanical backing.
Part of the soul
shrinks with every car
buying process. Become
your best asset. Learn every detail and go prepared
with a set price in mind.
My mother and I developed an “Apathetic Cop,
Angry Cop” duo and so
far it hasn’t failed us. The
salesmen don’t like us at
the end of the day. But, we
always get the deal.

Like something we said? Hate something we said? Have a newstip for us? Want to
write a letter to the editor? We want it all! Email us at dateline.editor@yahoo.com.
For advertising information, contact the Business office at
713 221 8275 or email us at thomasti@uhd.edu.

*Submissions should be no more than 300 words, include the author’s full name, phone number or email address, and affiliation with the University, including classification
and major. Letters to the editor may be edited for space. They will be edited for spelling, grammar and malicious or libelous statements. All submissions become property of
Dateline Downtown and will not be returned.
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Scouting for Acceptance
The Boy Scouts of America are allowing openly gay boys to be part of their mission, but openly gay
mentors wanting to hold a leadership position in the organization are not allowed to be members.
by Mark Steven Caffey
Staff Columnist
There are a number of
unhappy campers about
recent events concerning the Boy Scouts of
America (BSA). As of New
Year’s Day, 2014, the BSA
started accepting openly
gay boys for membership
in the long running youth
organization. Close to 60
percent of the BSA voting council approved this
policy change last year.
The policy states that no
youth would be denied
membership in the BSA on
the basis of sexual orientation or preference alone.
However, this does not include homosexual adults,
who are still banned from
the Boy Scouts in leadership roles.
Those opposed to this
policy change cite a conflict with biblical teachings, specifically, that
homosexuality is a sin.
Religious organizations
sponsor approximately 70
percent of the BSA troops
in the United States. Since
the announcement, the
Boy Scouts have lost funding from many religious
groups including one of
their largest supporters, the Southern Baptist

Convention. However, not
all religious groups have
ostracized the Boy Scouts.
The Mormons and the Roman Catholic Church are
continuing to support the
BSA.
Pastor Marshall Fant
of Harvest Baptist Church
in Rock Hill, South Carolina claims that the BSA
was an extension of the

church’s mission and a
tool that his church used
to instill leadership. Fant
believes that the decision to allow gay scouts
in the BSA conflicts with
the mission of his church.
“Any organization we support must line up with our
view of scripture,” he said,
“and when the Boy Scouts
no longer considered ho-

The CEO of Boy Scouts
of America’s Palmetto
Council, Greg Leitch,
remains optimistic. “We
understand that people
are passionate about the
membership standards
issue and about Scouting,”
Leitch claims. “We believe
good people can disagree
and still work together to
accomplish great things
for youth.”
I am happy with the
new policy in the BSA. The
policy change does not
promote homosexuality.
It promotes inclusion for
all. Everyone should have
an opportunity to experience the life changing
effects of the Boy Scouts.
In scouting, the focus is
not on sex or a member’s
sexual orientation. It is on
leadership – developing
young men into responblackchristiannews.com sible leaders of tomorrow.
Homosexuality is not a
mosexuality a sin, then we more “Christ-centered and plague. Having a gay scout
did not have the freedom service based” than the
will not infect the rest of
to address it as a sin in the BSA. The site also states
the troop or cause straight
light of scripture.”
that “homosexuality, or
scouts to miraculously
In response to the
any sexuality outside of
turn gay. Being gay or
news of the Boy Scouts
the Sanctity of Marriage
straight does not define
upcoming new policy, Trail under God between a Man a man – it comes from
Life USA was created last and a Woman is sin.” A
courage, honor, integrity,
year. It is a youth program steady flow of scouts, spe- honesty and responsibly.
which mirrors the Boy
cifically with church ties
Scouts. According to the
are leaving the BSA to join
Trail Life website, they are Trail Life.

Do you agree or disagree? We want to know -- gives us your two cents about this topic. Email us at
datelinedowntownweb@yahoo.com. Please refer to the “Submission Policy” on page two before sending us your response.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

Response to “SGA pushes change on parking nightmare”
12/03/13
Dear Editor,
After reading Elizabeth Padgett’s article “SGA pushes change on parking nightmare” I have to agree that there needs to be changes regarding UHD parking. I have attended
UHD for two years now and I must say parking has truly been a nightmare.
In my first two semesters I would park in the lot near the main facility if I could find a parking space. I would park there because that is where majority of my classes were
held at night and it was the closest and safest parking to the school. If I could not find parking there I would have to park in one of the two parking lots underneath I-10.
After every class I attended at night the main thing I was concerned with was getting to my car safely. I agree with our student body president Isaac Valdez that these are
the three parking lots that impact majority of the students that attend UHD and they do need attention due to the lack of lighting and safety for UHD students. There is
little to no lighting in all three parking lots which is a big deal. Anything can happen to someone and no one would see it. This is a college campus and after doing my
research crime rates in college settings are increasing yearly, whether it is rape, assault or thefts which are some reasons why it is very important to have lighting in the
parking lots. Another concern for the safety of UHD students is why we do not have campus security patrolling the parking lots. In the community college I attended in a
small town there was always security patrolling for the safety of the students which was very effective. I believe UHD students would feel a lot safer if there was security,
and there would less concerns regarding their safety. I am pleased to hear that the Student Government Association has addressed this situation to the city council and
they have agreed to reallocate $509,000 in order to reconstruct UHD parking lots for the safety of the students.
Best regards,
Janelle Howard
Criminal Justice Major, Senior
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Eddie Trunk coming to Houston in February
On the heels of his second book release titled “Eddie Trunk’s Essential Hard Rock and Heavy Metal
Volume II,” Eddie is once again on the road as much as his busy schedule permits him to promote.
by Juan A. Hernandez
Volume II” has once again
Arts&Entmt/Sports Editor been met with critical success and showcases a few
With a live show
obscure bands. Do you see
compiled with a Q&A
yourself writing “Volume
session, personal stories
III” in the near future or
and book signings at the
perhaps a more musicend of every show, Eddie industry type book about
will appear at the Concert your radio career?
Pub North in Houston to
Eddie Trunk: I may
the delight of fans after
do a third volume. Not
popular demand.
really sure yet; there are
Dateline Downtown
more bands I would like to
recently caught up with
cover. And I do want to do
the Hard Rock and Heavy an “all-tell stories in the
Metal guru in Part 1 of this business/autobiography”
exclusive interview and
type book one day, too.
discussed his new book,
DD: “That Metal
his 30 years of being in
Show” is coming up with
radio, the success of “That its 13th season in a few
Metal Show,” the recent
weeks and will be relocatdebacle on KISS’s induc- ing back to where it all
tion into the Rock and Roll started, New York City.
Hall of Fame, his humble Looking back to when
beginnings as a music
you started doing radio in
writer and college radio DJ 1983, did it ever cross your
in high school and future mind that you would be in
plans, if any, regarding a
the position that you are
new book and a podcast.
in today, hosting a show
that has been praised
Dateline Downtown: worldwide
Your second book, “Eddie
ET: I never really stop
Trunk’s Essential Hard
to think about it. I have
Rock and Heavy Metal
been doing this for 30

years now and we just had
a huge party that half of
the original Kiss played at
in my honor. It is all kind
of surreal because I just
still think of myself as a
fan that has been lucky to
make a living at it. I am
grateful for it and do not
take it for granted. It is
work at times, but it is my
passion and pretty much
the only thing I know. I
have also been on VH1C
now 12 years and counting, which is crazy! And
cool!
DD: You have been
very vocal on your Trunk
Report Blog about the
latest Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame nominees-tobe-inducted, KISS. After
hearing Ace’s take on your
radio show, and Gene and
Paul’s take that they will
not be playing with Ace
and Peter, do you believe
that things will eventually work out in time for
the induction? I know
that you are very close to
Ace and Peter, but Gene
and Paul need to stop

being so juvenile in their
way of thinking about the
induction. They need to
come on TMS and have a
conversation with you!
ET: Gene and Paul do
not have to do my show. It
would be nice if they did
and of course their fans
want to see them on a true
passionate music show,
but we are fine either way.
Our door is always open.
As far as what happens
at the HOF it is all being
worked out now. There is
plenty of speculating and
opinion out there, which
is all great and fun, but in
the end Ace, Peter, Kiss
and the HOF will need to
find a formula they can all
live with. What is concerning is at the moment
everyone is saying different things, but we shall
see soon...
Part 2 of this exclusive
interview will continue
on the next issue of the
Dateline Downtown.
Eddie Trunk
creative commons via google images / goldminemag.com

LGBT role models on YouTube interview- Part 1
The world is changing and people are speaking up. In the United States, one state at a time are passing
laws for the LGBT community (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) to marry whom they wish to marry.
by Vanessa Ramirez
Staff Writer
There is still a large
amount of people who are
against different types of
sexual orientations, all of
which brings fear to LGBT
teens when it comes to
coming out and worldwide
acceptance. However, this
does not stop a couple
within this community,
Angelica and Daylynn,
from reaching out to give
help to those who need
it. With now over 71,000
subscribers on YouTube
(youtube.com/daylynnacacia), Angelica and Daylynn
have made their way to
reach as many people as
they can with advice since
July 2012. Dateline Downtown recently caught up

with the YouTube couple
in Part 1 of this exclusive
interview discussed all
things LGBT.
Dateline Downtown:
When you posted your
first video on YouTube,
did you think you were
going to reach over 70,000
subscribers? Was the main
purpose to reach subscribers, or for fun?
Angelica: No, it was
just for fun. The subscribers did not matter; it just
came along with what we
did.
Daylynn: Angelica
used to watch another
lesbian on YouTube that
helped her come out and
she thought, “Why can’t
we do that?” At first I was
unsure about the idea, but
then we did it and I actu-

DD: How do you guys
deal with hate mail?
Angelica: That comes
along with anyone, any
video, any channel, there
is always hate. Even if
it’s not an LGBT channel, people get judged by
the way they look or the
things they say, it doesn’t
matter gender wise.
Daylynn: Now we
youtube.com/daylynnacacia make videos that are not
only for gay people but
ally loved it. I loved when about the numbers. When
also for straight people.
people would ask quesI see the numbers go up,
Anyone can watch our
tions and we would help
I don’t see it as getting
videos now, and now that
them out, and I love the
more fans. I see it as
we have done that there is
feeling of doing that. Even having more people that
less of “you’re gay, you’re
if we had fifty subscribers, we can help, or that we
going to hell.” It’s more
I would still make videos can make laugh, or we
of like “you’re fat, you’re
and love what I do.
can make smile. It’s more
ugly, and you’re annoyDD: Are your subscrib- about the number growing.” But I’m like, “I don’t
ers your motivation?
ing and helping the people
care, I like to eat.”
Daylynn: It is not
who watch our channel.
DD: Besides YouTube,

is there other volunteering
that you participate in?
Daylynn: I think what
we do is volunteering.
We put a lot of our time
answering questions and
giving advice. It’s the
smallest things, but it all
adds up.
Angelica: We once
decided to take a day off to
help the Hill Country Ride
for AIDS and we got to
donate money for a really
good organization and it
brought people together.
It was so much fun.
Part 2 of this exclusive
interview will continue
on the next issue of the
Dateline Downtown.
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MLK Jr. Day Celebration at The Children’s Museum

by Dana Ayres
Staff Writer

The Children’s Museum of Houston hosted
its 18th Annual Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day celebration and Peace Rally
Monday, January 20 at its
building in Houston’s esteemed Museum District.
The event drew a huge
crowd of celebrants of all
ages to commemorate the
slain civil rights leader’s
birthday, to focus on his
great accomplishments
and to help to turn his
dream into a reality.
The events started off
in the museum’s Brown
Auditorium with the viewing of Dr. King giving his
“I Have a Dream” speech
at the March on Washington in its entirety. Following the short film, The
Spirit of Sankofa Chorale
delighted the audience
with the singing of Negro
spirituals and hymns that
were connected to the
movement and reciting
famous King quotes. A
question and answer session with children in the
audience to see how much
they knew about the Civil
Rights leader. The audience, both young and old,

were educated about
Dr. King and the people
who inspired King’s life
philosophy of nonviolent
resistance—people like
Gandhi.
True to the character of the museum,
the children ran the
show. The museum’s
Kids’ Committee, a team
of children that works
with the museum on its
projects, provided the
bulk of the celebration’s
ideas and entertainment.
Curtis Babers and Alexis
E. Mack, the Kids’ Committee Vice President
emceed the event. The
MLK, Jr. Day Oration was
spoken by Amari Venzor,
Cornelius Elementary
School’s Gardere Oratorical Competition winner
for 2014. Venzor gave a
rousing speech depicting
what King would say today
if he were to give a speech
at the Lincoln Memorial.
Young Venzor’s speech
was laced with traces
of ideas ranging from
civil rights leaders like
Angela Davis to Martin
Luther King, Jr. Venzor
eloquently addressed
present-day issues ranging from education and
economic responsibility

to self-respect. When he
was through, the audience
gave the boy a standing
ovation. Other Kids’ Committee members created
original artwork depicting the Civil Rights era
that was displayed in the
auditorium for the celebration’s visitors to view.
Near the end, Kids Committee members led the
audience in a march toward the end of the Museum foyer down Kid’s Hall
in a “peace vigil” where

O’Kane Theatre
race relations in Pittsburgh. In addition to this
play, the students will
also present The Chairs
by Eugene Ionesco during
Lunch Time Theatre, an
event that allows students
to enjoy their own lunches
while watching a play.
Plays each semester,
regularly held at O’Kane
Theatre, are usually
debuted throughout the
semester. The Chairs, part
of the Lunch Time Theatre
series, will start and run
during the first full week
in February and students
can bring their own lunch
and see the play at the
same time. The Fences,
will debut and show from
Friday, April 11 to Saturday, April 19.
The students, faculty,
staff and alumni regularly
contribute to the theater
experience every semester. The theater strives
to choose from a variety
of sources and periods

the Museum for 19 years
and also since the inception of the MLK, Jr. Day
celebration 18 years ago
by Garnet Coleman. She
acknowledged that she
wouldn’t be where she
is without the work of
Dr. King and was directly
influenced by him. She
stated that as a young girl,
all of eight years old, she
saw the events associated with the movement
unfold before her on
television, exposing to her
all the racism that was
around her.
“I was most proud of
the many African-Americans that risked their
safety and security for
values--American values
Victor Ancheta / Dateline Downtown
that, I believe, belonged to
a stage was set. There,
everyone “ said Kahn.
Steve Scott, an adult, gave
Kahn also acknowla stirring rendition of
King’s “I Have a Dream”
speech. After the speech,
a youth choir, The Young
Harmonies of Houston,
entertained the crowd and
ended the festivities by
singing the famous Civil
Rights anthem “We Shall
Overcome.”
Tammie Kahn, Executive Director of The
Children’s Museum of
Houston, has been with

edged the great sacrifice
Dr. King made at such a
young age for such a great
cause. He did it in an age
when modern technology, as we know it today,
was burgeoning with the
advent of the television.
Quoting someone else, she
joked that he was able to
get his message out and
make a valuable impact
“without a tweet.”
The Children’s Museum of Houston is a place
where children of all ages
are invited to come and
learn about the world they
live in through an interactive experience. For more
information, the museum
can be contacted by phone
at 713-535-7265 or by
email at www.cmhouston.
org. To volunteer, call
713-535-7209.

Dana Ayres / Dateline Downtown

continued from page 1

to share the dramatic
arts with the community. On some occasions,
the actors share and the
audiences experiences a
drama. This semester, the
theater and its members,
hope to share an exciting
experience through the
two plays, Fences and The
Chairs. While the plays
cover a number of issues,
the students, faculty and
additional members of the
staff and crew hope that
the characters and the
experience is one that is
entertaining and the audience enjoys.
For more information, about the plays and
schedules, visit: uhd.edu/
academic/colleges/humanities/arts_humanities/
drama/okane_theatre/

uhd.edu

Jacqueline Reyes / Dateline Downtown
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UFC 169: Barao vs. Faber II

The UFC kicks off 2014 at the Prudential Center in Newark, New Jersey with UFC 169, featuring
two of the best bantamweight fighters in the mixed martial arts today, as Renan Barao defends the Bantamweight Championship against Urijah Faber.
by Juan A. Hernandez
Arts&Entmt/Sports Editor
2013 was a tremendous year for the Ultimate
Fighting Championship,
which ended with Anderson Silva breaking his
leg when he faced Chris
Weidman in a rematch
for UFC’s Middleweight
Championship at UFC
168. It even highlighted
Miesha Tate taking on
Ronda Rousey for the UFC
Women’s Bantamweight
Championship, which
Rousey retained after winning by armbar submission in the third round.
The UFC now shifts
into high gear with its
first pay-per-view of the
year and will no doubt be
one to keep a close eye on.
Bantamweight fighters
Renan Barao and Urijah
Faber will headline the
main event. Both men
have risen through the
ranks of the UFC in the
past few years and have
made their mark in the
Bantamweight division.

creative commons via google images via mmaweekly.com

Originally, Bantamweight
Champion Dominick Cruz
was scheduled to defend
the title against Renan
Barao, but suffered a groin
injury during training.
He was forced to pull out
from the fight, vacating
the Bantamweight Championship. In vacating the
title, Barao was automatically named the new
Bantamweight Champion
and is now set to face off
against Urijah Faber. Faber
hopes to become the new
Bantamweight Champion
and will settle the score
if he does defeat Barao,
due to the fact that at UFC
149, Faber lost to Barao by
unanimous decision.
UFC 169 will also feature a classic heavyweight
fight with Frank Mir taking on Alistair Overeem.
These two fighters have
also made their presence
felt in the Heavyweight
division of UFC and have
both defeated former
UFC and WWE Champion
Brock Lesnar, who made a
name for himself as cham-

pion upon defecting from
WWE to UFC.
This event will bring
more awareness about
Mixed Martial Arts to New
York, since New York is
probably the only state in
the United States where
MMA is still illegal. Also
making the rounds for
the New Year is speculation that Brock Lesnar
will return to the octagon,
in which UFC President
Dana White said that it is
a strong possibility that
he will come back. Lesnar
was forced to retire from
UFC after suffering a severe case of an intestinal
problem, preventing him
from giving to 100 percent
in every one of his fights.
2014 will shape up to be a
big year for the UFC and
Lesnar’s return can only
make for bigger PPV draws
once again.

Working in sports: Not just for athletes
by Megan Lehman
via uloop.com
One of the biggest
forms of entertainment
in this world is athletics.
From being at the game to
cheering from the couch,
there are a lot of ways
to be a part of the game
without actually being in
the game. There are many
ways to make a career in
athletics. For those looking to get their foot in the
door, it is time to explore
some options!
Sports Journalist
Love sports, but participation really isn’t your
thing? Then sports journalism is the thing for you.
All you need is a passion
for the game and a way
around a pen and paper.
Get paid to watch sports
and interview athletes?
Yeah, seems a pretty sweet
gig to me too.

taking a look into these
communications fields in
the sports and athletics
world.
Marketing is all about
promoting and selling a
product you are passionate about. If your passion
is your favorite sports
team, marketing is where
you belong. Interested in
keeping your sports hero
looking like a hero? Public
relations is all about helping the athletes and the
people who train them
keep that squeaky clean
image we all so much
enjoy.
Want to work behind
the scenes with all the
people who are making
the magic happen? Human
resources is the place for
Marketing, Public
you. Being a part of the
Relations, and Human
human resources departResources
Do you have a knack
ment means you get to
for communication and
hire and train all new
working with people? If
personnel. Ever wonder
the answer is yes, then try who it was that hired that
Most sports journalists do not start off covering the pros, however.
Tony Rogers, a reporter,
editor, author, and professor of journalism with at
least 25 years of experience, advises all aspiring
journalists to start small.
Think of opportunities
you have right now, like
writing for your college
paper or starting a small
personal blog. Options are
there, you just need to be
looking for them.
Requirements? The
passion for writing. If
you want to cover the
big leagues, a journalism
degree would definitely be
in order.

is and remains a growing
field, choosing a path in
nutrition proves to be a
rewarding and gratifying
career move.
Requirements? A
bachelor’s and master’s
degree in nutritional
sciences. Knowing your
way around the kitchen
couldn’t hurt either.
As you can see, there
Nutritionist
Eating a balanced and is much more to the world
of sports and athletics
healthy diet is not just a
than just that of the coach
life choice for athletes,
but a mandatory routine. and athlete. For those
interested in experiencIf your interest piques
Athletic Director
ing these career prospects,
when discussing health
This is the ultimate
and well-being, especially take a peek around internbehind-the-scenes job.
when it comes to food, you ships.com and dip your
According to educationportal.com, “high school were quite clearly meant hand in this ever popular
and fast-growing field.
athletic directors are ad- to be a nutritionist.
Foothill College states
ministrators that oversee
that nutritionists, like dithe school’s sports program.”
etitians, create food plans
and programs, as well as
Serving as supervisors for coaches, they also oversee preparation of
meals including ingremanage the budget and
dients and serving sizes.
assist in publicizing and
While health and nutrition
advertising the school’s
coach or that athletic
director who was, well,
just awful? Yeah, that was
human resources.
Requirements? A business degree or a degree
in the perspective field
of business that you have
taken a liking to. For
those truly interested in
these three fields, internships are constantly taking
applications from sports
fans and aspiring businessmen and women.

intramural and interscholastic events.
Requirements? Enjoy
working with people
and, obviously, sports. A
bachelor’s degree in sports
management or physical
education is necessary and
a teaching certificate may
be expected as well.
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Student Health Corner

Help your medical provider help you:
Information to bring to your clinic appointment

Any visit to your
health care provider is
an important visit--even
routine screening visits
such as the well woman
examination or a vaccination. Your health care provider needs to know about
any updates with your
health status, including
visits to other providers,
hospitalizations, immunizations, or medication
changes. Other things to
mention include health
related behaviors such as
exercise, diet, smoking,
alcohol use, or drug use as
all of these are important
factors for the health care
provider to know about.
One of the most
critical items to mention to your health care
provider is the use of all
prescribed medications,
even those prescribed by
other health care providers other. If you can bring
an accurate list with all
medications and dosages
that will help the provider
in the case they want to
change or add a medica-

Job fair
for students to build
networking opportunities,
ask potential employers
questions and make connections with people in
career-related fields of interest. These events allow
students to practice and
gain experience in creating these professional type
relationships.
“There isn’t a student
that wouldn’t benefit from
going – freshman or senior,” said Brenda Flores,
UHD Career Counselor.
“This is an opportunity to
learn more information
about a job in person, not
on a screen online.”
The Houston Area
Consortium of Career
Centers (HACCC) is sponsoring the event, which
includes 15 Texan universities such as Lamar University, Prairie View A&M
University, Rice University,
Texas Southern University,
UH – Downtown and the

some herbal preparations
can raise blood pressure,
but many people don’t
necessarily know the side
effects of herbs. The side
effects on herbal preparations are not required to
be listed on the container.
The next time you
visit your health care
provider, help the provider help you by mentioning all of the health
related activities that
have changed from the
previous visits, even the
seemingly mundane, and
all over the counter products, herbal products, or
nutritional supplements
that you may be taking,
even if occasionally used.
Robert Hanks, PhD, FNPcreative commons via flickr. / UrbaneWomenMag
herbal preparations, or
tion. If you don’t have
BC, RNC
any nutritional supplea list prepared, bring in
decongestant, such as Su- and counteract the benAssistant Professor
ments you may be taking. dafed, or a cold-and-cough eficial effect of the blood
the medications in their
University of Texas Health
Many over-the-counter
original containers from
preparation such as Nyquil pressure medication. How- Science Center Houston
the pharmacy. The phar- products can counteract
that contains an ingredi- ever, unless the patient
School of Nursing
macy label will contain the the beneficial effects of
ent called pseudoephed- mentions the use of the
Department of Family
information the provider prescribed medications
rine. If a person has high decongestant to the health Health
will need for your visit.
even when the over the
blood pressure and is tak- care provider, the provider
An area that
counter product is used as ing medication to control may be trying to treat a
patients often forget to
directed.
the high blood pressure,
high blood pressure readmention is the use of overA good example of the pseudoephedrine will ing raised due to the effect
the-counter medications, this interaction is using a raise the blood pressure
of the decongestant. Even

continued from page 1
UT Health Science Center.
The fair will include
employer and recruiters
representing a variety
of job fields in accounting, business, healthcare,
education, engineering,
law, retail and many more.
A full list of employers can
be found at www.haccc.org
“Talk to all employers
and recruiters no matter
what they’re hiring for,”
Flores advised. “Don’t create limitations that aren’t
there. This is your opportunity to make connections. Chances are someone will know someone.”
Employers are a
lot more flexible with
students so this is your
chance to ask questions
you wouldn’t be able to
ask at a job interview such
as, ‘What would make the
ideal candidate?’”
Additional job fair tips
are to dress professionally,
bring resumes and prac-

tice introductions. Further
advice includes researching employers before
attending the fair and following up with employers
after the event.
Free workshops such
as How to Work a Career
Fair, Resume Workshops
and Interview Workshops
are being offered at UHD’s
Career Development Center for the rest of January
to help students prepare
for the big day. A schedule
of the workshops can be
found at www.uhd.edu/
career/ or in room S402.
“80 percent of jobs are
not found online,” Flores
said. “Most jobs are made
through referrals and
connections. Don’t wait
until your last semester
or graduation. To get the
job you want, you have to
start working on your career the day you step onto
campus.”
courtesy of UHD Career Development Center
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Rise and shine:

Why 8 a.m. classes might not be as bad as you think
by Francine Fluetsch
via uloop.com
College students
usually aren’t morning
people, so when we hear
the words “8 a.m. classes,”
we automatically groan
in protest. Who wants
to get up that early and
function? I’ve had an 8
a.m. class pretty much
every quarter at UC Santa
Cruz, and have come to
realize that there are
actually some benefits to
having those awfully early
classes.
I know you’re probably rolling your eyes right
now, but I promise you
I’m not the only person
who sees the good side of
8 a.m.’s. Here are some
positive outlooks to make
yourself feel better if you
get stuck with a morning
class, and some tips and
tricks on how to get up
and stay awake.

Why 8 a.m.’s don’t totally suck:
If I could sleep in naturally, I wouldn’t get out
of bed until about noon.
The thing about sleeping
in is yes, in the moment it
feels good, but you usually
end up feeling tired during
the day regardless of when
you had to get up.
According to Health
Ambition, waking up
early directly correlates
to better grades, and who
doesn’t want that? The
article also highlights that
waking up early helps you
maintain a healthier diet,
enhances your productivity, gives you better mental
health, gives you more
time to exercise (haha),
improves your quality of
sleep, and helps you enjoy
quiet time. I bet you are
switching your schedule
around right now so you
can get that 8 a.m. and
bask in the benefits.
PAID ADVERTISEMENT

education-portal.com

Calvin Sainz, a third
year neuroscience major
at UC Santa Cruz, gave me
his opinion on what he
likes about 8 a.m.’s.
“A good thing I see
about 8 a.m.’s,” Sainz
said, “is that, well, you
get a nice early start to
the day, [enabling you] to
make more out of your day
instead of waking up at
noon and realizing a nice

chunk of it is gone.”
I definitely feel this
way too. Sure sleeping in
is awesome, but getting a
nice early start allows you
to use your day to its full
potential. Sainz went on
to say that “another great
thing is that you get the
class over with sooner.”
I’ve had both morning classes and really
late classes, and would
definitely rather have the
morning classes. You just
feel like you have more
free time, since you can
get the class over and
done with. Also, walking
around campus at night
can be really creepy ...
Holli Tomlinson, a
second year merchandise
marketing student at
the Fashion Institute of
Design and Merchandising, says the benefit she
sees in 8 a.m.’s is that
“you feel more motivated
to go home and start your
homework, rather than
having a late class and just
wanting to go home and
sleep.”
I’ve noticed that as
the day progresses, my
ability to focus on school
slowly deteriorates, until
I get to the point where
I am staring aimlessly
at the reading that’s due
the next day. Getting out
of class early gives you
enough time to get your
work done, and have some
extra time to relax (hello
Netflix).
Razma Mogharrab,
a second year electrical
engineering student at De
Anza Community College,
shows another upside to
having 8 a.m.’s.
“8 a.m. classes are a
good thing because they
prepare you for an average
work day in the real world

(which generally begins
at 8 a.m. or earlier),”
Mogharrab said. “They are
also not that bad because
the earlier you finish your
classes, the earlier you can
hang out with your friends
or go back to sleep!”
See, I told you looking for positive things
wouldn’t be so hard! I
always take a nap after an
early class, and sometimes
get a better sleep than I do
at night.
Luke Siller, a second
year biotechnology student at Palomar College,
highlights the fact that
when you have an 8 a.m.
class you can basically
choose your professor.
“When signing up for
classes, things can get as
hectic as Black Friday,”
Siller said. “You may not
get all your teachers during the day, but in my experience there has always
been room in morning
classes.”
8 a.m. classes are definitely the last to go, so you
know you will pretty much
be guaranteed a spot.
How to wake up and
stay awake for an 8 a.m.:
When you hear that
dreaded alarm go off at
6:30 a.m., you’re going to
want to hit snooze. Sainz
recommends to try not to
snooze your alarm.
“Once it goes off,
stretch and try to get on
your feet. The reason is
because if you keep snoozing you’re just making
yourself more and more
drowsy, as you’re telling
your body to sleep more
only to have it disturbed
in what may be a bad part
of an early sleep cycle,
which is turn will make
you feel worse than you
originally did.”
I know it’s hard. I’m
always tempted, and usually give in to hitting the
button once, but I definitely end up feeling more
tired the longer I “half
sleep,” waiting for the
alarm to make its second
appearance.
You also want to make
sure that you get a good
night’s sleep the night
before. I know you want
to stay up late watching
Netflix, but “future you”
will hate you in the morning for it. If you get in a

constant routine of going
to bed early, it will slowly
start to get easier to wake
up. As young adults, it is
really important that we
get enough sleep, which I
know is tough in a college
setting, but try your best
to get a good amount of
shuteye.
Loren Colcol, a second
year computer science and
game design student at UC
Santa Cruz, gave some tips
of how he stays awake and
alert when he has to be up
early.
“To stay awake early
in the morning, I listen to
some upbeat rap and hiphop,” Colcol said. “Eating
fruits early in the morning
helps me a lot.”
So get that beat
pumping while taking a
bite out of an apple, and
get ready to stay awake!
Speaking of foods that can
help you get up, here is a
list from Huffpost Living that will give you that
extra energy you need in
the morning.
Tomlinson takes the
coffee approach to staying
awake.
“My Keurig is my life;
I just brew some coffee on
that baby and I’m good to
go,” Tomlinson said.
Sainz is on the coffee
train too, and said “coffee
is always a basic and common way to wake one up.”
I do a mixture of the
fruit and coffee approach,
dropping blueberries in
my cereal as I take constant swigs off warm,
delicious coffee. Now you
may be thinking, “well,
isn’t coffee bad for you?”
According to U.S. News,
drinking coffee has heath
benefits, and may even
make you live longer. So
if you drink it in moderation for your class, you’re
golden.
Yes, 8 a.m.’s still aren’t
going to be the most fun
things in the world, but
you’ll be improving your
health, using more of
your day in a productive
manner, and have a legit
excuse for taking naps in
the middle of the day. So
get out there, and start
your day early!
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2014 International CES recap
by Elizabeth Padgett
Web Content Editor
The 2014 International Consumer Electronic
Show (CES) was held in
Las Vegas, January 7 - 10.
It was the largest International CES yet, with over
150,000 industry professionals attending, including 35,000 from outside
the U.S.
The International CES
is the “world’s gathering
place for all who thrive on
the business of consumer
technologies.” The first
CES happened back in
June of 1967 and has since
served as an introductory
platform of the products
that will soon be necessities in our lives. Past CES
highlights include the
laserdisc player in 1974,

digital audio technology
in 1990, 3D HDTV in 2009
and last years driverless
car technology.
The 2014 International CES continued it’s
lineage of innovation.
“CES is amazing, magical, hands-on, incredible,
innovative and inspiring!”
said Gary Shapiro, president and CEO of the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA). This year’s
line-up featured drones,
robots, the Internet of Everything, 3D printers and
even connected cars.
Engadget, an official
CEA partner, is in charge
of the Best of CES Awards,
naming a top-pick in each
category. Below are some
highlights of their top 14
most innovative picks.
engadget.com

Best Audio Products:
Clearview Clio
The most standout
feature about the Bluetooth speaker Clio is
that it’s nearly invisible.
Sound is generated using
a patented “Edge Motion”
system that utilizes transparent acrylic to amplify
the audio.

Best Audio Products: Clearview Clio
engadget.com

Best Gaming Products: Valve Steam Machines
engadget.com

Best of the Best: Oculus Rift ‘Crystal Cove’ Prototype
engadget.com

Best Gaming Product:
Valve Steam Machines
The Steam Machine
allows PC games to be
transferred from the home
office into the living room.
It’s a similar premise that
Google has utilized with
Androids - enabling the
concept of documents being able to be accessible,
anywhere. Nearly just out
of prototype stage, Steam
Machine has already
proven to be a leading
force in new innovations
for gamers.
The Best of the Best:
Oculus Rift ‘Crystal
Cove’ Prototype
The ‘Crystal Cove’
prototype was named the
top product of the show. A
virtual reality device, this
Oculus invention stepped
up the virtual reality
experience by introducing sensors and a camera
that tracks the position
of your body. This creates a smoother viewing
experience by eradicating
the motion blur sensation
many previous devices
had. The Rift is pegged as
the device that will be the
long awaited gateway of

ventures into virtual real- http://www.engadget.
For more on the Internaity for business, entertain- com/2014/01/09/best-of- tional CES:
ment and gaming experi- ces-2014-awards-winners/ http://www.cesweb.org/
ences.
For the full list of the
14 Best of picks:
PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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New semester, new expenses: Goodbye savings
(L-R) Senior
Marlo,
Biotechnology major
and Senior
Jacob, BPS
major enjoy
coffee at
starbucks
heading
to before
class.

(L-R) Freshmen Rana, Biology major and Sophomore Ashley, Business Management shop for their classroom supplies at the UHD bookstore.

(L-R) Junior
Dcldra,
Biochem
major and
Senior
Lerible,
Computer
Science
major take a
break on the
south deck.

(L-R) Freshmen Erika, Nursing major and Freshmen Sofia, environmental engineering major read the
first issue of the Dateline Downtown.
Zinah Rasheed / Dateline Downtown

comic by UHD Manga Anime Gaming club

